Introduction and Description of the Problem
ACI Comitee 318 (2011) defines beams with clear span to effective depth ratios less than 5 as deep beams, in these structures several possible modes of failure of deep beams have been identified from physical tests but due to their geometrical dimensions shear strength appears to control their design. Despite of the large amount of research carried out over the last century, there is no agreed rational procedure to predict the shear strength of reinforced concrete deep beams. This is mainly because of the very complex mechanism associated with the shear failure of reinforced concrete beams.
In the international literature there is a strong interest in studying the behavior of reinforced concrete deep beams with predominance of shear, expressed by numerous experimental studies in recent decades, standing very referenced works such as experimental studies of Kong, Robins, & Cole (1970) , Smith & Vantsiotis (1982) , Tan et al. (1995) , Kong & Rangan (1998) , Cladera & Marí (2005) , among others. Aspect that undoubtedly contributes significantly to the improvement of methods for estimating the shear capacity in this type of structures. It has further been observed that there are areas with sharp discontinuities or disruptions in the stress fields (region D) in such beams. In these elements is not valid the hypothesis of plane sections of classical bending theory, based on the traditional methods of design and test sections.
The researches to understand the behaviour of deep beams has a short history relative to that in slender beams. It was not until the 1960s that tests to evaluate the capacity of deep beams were carried out by de Paiva & Siess (1965) and Ramakrishnan & Ananthanarayana (1968) . These tests showed that failure modes of deep beams were dependent on span-to-depth ratio (a/d) and shear failure of beams having ratio (a/d) less than 2.0 was always initiated owing to splitting failure of diagonal concrete struts. They concluded that the span-to-depth ratio is the most influential factor governing the behavior of deep beams, noting that this factor is among the most influential governing the behavior of such beams and can be taken as the standard for the differentiation of these structures. It must be noted that in this sense the ultimate shear capacity of deep beams is multivariate, depending mainly on many geometric parameters of the properties of materials, the amount and type of reinforcement placed.
The numerical simulation represents additional aid to the design and modelling of physical tests, may be obtained comparable results with actual trials. Are countless works where this tool is used in different fields of engineering, where we can highlight among them: in the work of Norambuena-Contreras, Castro-Fresno, Del Coz, & García (2011) is studied the reflective cracking in samples of asphalt by simulating a dynamic test, in composite structures are marked the studies of Bonilla, Mirambell, Larrúa, & Recarey (2012) , Hernández, Bonilla, & Rodríguez (2014) and Bonilla, Bezerra, Larrúa, Mirambell, & Recarey (2015) , and for to study reinforced concrete structures according Sagaseta & Vollum (2010) and Adhikary, Li, & Fujikake (2013) are applied modelling as a complement to the study of the behavior of deep beams by simulating actual tests.
Today with the advances made in software, multipurpose programs have been developed that allow the numerical simulation of structures based on Finite Element Method. This paper realized a parametric study of behavioral factors that influence the shear capacity in reinforced concrete deep beams, based on adequate calibration of numerical models which are validated in correspondence with experimental results presented in studies of Salamy, Kobayashi, & Unjoh (2005) . The results of numerical modelling showed the reliability in predicting the behavior of deep beams in terms of shear capacity, deformation, crack propagation and failure mode. These numerical results are taken into account in the regression analysis to estimate shear capacity of these structures, marking a significant approximation to the actual tests and achieving better correlations with the evaluated parameters on numerical simulation.
Despite the extensive experimentation and modelling carried for decades, there are still differences in the structural design criterion of these structures which shows have certain "special features". Shear design provisions of deep beams in different codes of practice can be classified into two categories, one of which involves empirical formulae and the other is based on strut-and-tie models. Code provisions for deep beams were usually developed from limited test results. In a search of the international literature are evidenced different methods for estimating the ultimate shear strength of deep beams, highlighting procedures ACI Comitee 318 (2011), European Standard EN 1992 -1-1 (2004 and the formulations of Tang & Tan (2004) .
In this paper, is defended a return to the empirical expressions obtained by statistical methods, which largely outperforms all approaches discussed in its response to the experimental study. The proposed formulations also allow a simple evaluation of the influence of the main elements resistant in the deep beams based on the traditional approach of the shear cross-sections.
Nomenclature

bw:
width of the beam (m); d:
effective depth (m); a:
effective shear span (m); f 'c: compressive concrete cylinder strength (MPa); ρh-w: ratio of horizontal web reinforcement (%); ρv-w: ratio of vertical web reinforcement (%); ρs:
ratio of principal reinforcement (%); fy-med: average yield strength of web reinforcement (MPa); fy-s:
yield strength of principal reinforcement (MPa).
Methodology Numerical analysis of specimens of deep beams
In this study all geometric and reinforcement elements are represented for proper numerical model assay of reinforced concrete deep beams, which simulates physical schemes of the beams test analyzed. To achieve this objective has been used the software ABAQUS, which is a general purpose software is based on the finite element method and has been widely used for numerical simulation of composite structures in studies of Ellobody & Young (2006) and Bonilla et al. (2012) . These tools are much utilized given the large number of facilities provided to model three-dimensional geometries, nonlinearity of materials, including interfaces between elements and various boundary conditions.
The specimen studied for calibration of the numerical simulation was B8 (Figure 1 ), where the compressive strength of concrete was 37.8 MPa, the yield stress of reinforcing steel has 376 MPa and a modulus of deformation equal to 210000 MPa. The contact between the concrete beam and the plates is treated as rigid, due to the presence of high friction force, caused by large normal forces that prevent the movement at the interface.
The reinforcement bars in the concrete beam ensure high adhesion at the interface steel-concrete due to the corrugated that prevent sliding of the bars in the concrete, this justifies the use of the command *EMBEDDED ELEMENT implemented in ABAQUS and which is designed to model the behavior of reinforcing bars embedded in concrete. In this case the degrees of freedom of the nodes of the elements (truss) are constrained by the host (the concrete beam), so that the deep beams are deformed similarly which the steel truss reinforcing without sliding at the interfaces.
In the supports are restricted in axis Y and Z the displacements and are released in the X, thus simulating the support roller placed on the actual physical scheme of the test. At centre of the concrete beam represented as a partition face as shown on the Surface 1 (see Figure 2a) where the displacement is restricted in X and displacement in axis Y and Z are liberated to reach equilibrium of the numeric models given by support conditions.
Selection of finite element and meshing
Are conducted a study to selecting the type of finite element optimum that was capable to simulate the real physical behavior of deep beams. For this purpose, was discretized each geometry of the specimen with elements: C3D4, C3D6 and C3D8R. The best approximation with respect to the physical model is achieved with C3D8R elements for the discretization of the domain of the continuous medium of all solid bodies, in addition to these elements have a geometry that adapts very well to the modelled volumes, allowing a uniform meshing (see Figure 2b ) in all models for the discretization of the reinforcing steel bars are used truss elements T3D2.
Different meshing on models was analyzed with respect to the precision and computational cost; was observed the favorable trend it is taking the value of ultimate shear capacity to the extent that the mesh is denser in the models and how that value gets closer better to the experimental value of reference, obtaining differences lower than 3% from the experimental value. It should be added that has sought the finite element mesh meets the aspect ratio of three-dimensional solids.
Application of the load
The load is applied on top of the plates at short intervals (see Figure 2a) , where the size of such intervals was selected automatically by ABAQUS, based on the condition of numerical convergence. The loads are applied using the RIKS modified algorithm available in the program. The basis of this algorithm is Newton's method, which is generally used to predict nonlinear instability and collapse of a structure.
Concrete model
Concrete is modelled considering a plastic damage model developed by Lubliner, Oliver, Oller & Oñate (1989) and modified by Lee & Fenves (1998) available in ABAQUS library system and used for the numerical modelling of composite steel and concrete structures. The model considers the most important phenomena of concrete based on the theoretical principles of the model Mohr-Coulomb Modified and was created to study the effects of irreversible damage associated with failure mechanisms that occur in concrete. For the model calibration, must be introduced as discrete points, the behavior curves of compressive and tensile strengths for different resistance of concrete obtained from uniaxial tests.
In this model the deformation is decomposed in an elastic part and other plastic being expressed as:
where  is total deformation, el  is the elastic deformation and pl  is the plastic deformation. The deformation strain relationship is governed by the expression:
where el D 0 is the elastic stiffness of the undamaged material,
is degraded elastic stiffness and d
is variable stiffness degradation which takes values in a range between zero for no wound material and one for the totally corrupted material. Damage associated with the failure mechanisms of the concrete occurs as the result of a reduction in the elastic stiffness of the material. The damage is considered in tension and compression and is characterized independently by two variables of hardening pl t  and pl c  , which refer to equivalent plastic deformations in tension and compression, respectively. The evolution of hardening variables is provided by an expression of the form:
The micro-cracks and the crushing of concrete are represented by the increasing values of the variables of hardening. These variables control the evolution of the yield surface and degradation of the elastic stiffness. The surface of typical fluency is shown on figure 3(a) in a deviator plane of tensions and on figure 3(b) in plane of tension.
These factors are closely related to the fracture energy dissipated to generate micro-cracks. The equations comprising the evolution of variables pl t  and pl c  are conveniently considered primarily the condition of uniaxial loading and then generalized to multiaxial conditions. Briefly we have explained just some of the fundamental aspects of damage plasticity model in concrete, since the objective of this work is not to delve into the same; it is recommended the interested reader consult the references for a better understanding of this model.
Steel model
Based on studies of Bonilla et al. (2012) and Hernández et al. (2014) , for the modelling of concrete-steel composite structures a bilinear behavior was adopted for the case of steel, based on Von Mises criterion, model also used by Rodríguez, Bonilla & Hernández (2012) . This material behaves as a linear elastic reinforcement up to be reached yield stress (fys) and once exceeding this point behaves plastically. In code ABAQUS is used the *PLASTIC option for define the plastic region in model. In this case isotropic hardening to model yield surface was utilized.
Validation of the numerical modelling
To validation the considerations taken, a numerical analysis is carried out on a group of beams specifically B4, B7, B8 and B17, that correspond to the experimental work presented by Salamy et al. (2005) , taking ranges resistant capabilities that enable a parametric study to observe the influence of principal reinforcement, horizontal and vertical web reinforcement. Besides these beams are evaluated for different compressive concrete strength (f'c) and for different ratio of shear span-effective depth (a/d). It is important to stand out an appropriate correspondence in structural behavior of the beams, where the Figure 4 shown the similarities between of curves load vs displacement obtained numerically (MEF) with respect to the experimental curves (EXP) reported in a literature. It is further noted that the numerical curves show higher displacements with respect to experimental reference, however in the ascending limb is evidenced a better correspondence compared to the post peak branch where some differences may be inconsiderable if takes into account the precision obtained in estimating the ultimate shear strength.
Influence of the distribution of reinforcement on the ultimate shear capacity
One of the main objectives of this paper is to perform a parametric study for evaluated of the contribution of each type of reinforcement by numerical simulation, to determine the influence of these reinforcements in terms of distribution and amount, given mainly by its demonstrated relationship with ultimate shear strength in reinforced concrete deep beams.
a) Influence of the main reinforcement
First is studied the influence of main reinforcement, wherein for a same type of reinforcement in the tie rods (number of bars) are assigned different diameters steel bars. It can be observed (see Figure 5 ) that in the beam (B4 -25 MPa) the contribution of the main reinforcement is less significant than for beam (B4 -35 MPa), showing that for lows compressive concrete strengths the failure occurs primarily in strut by the diagonal cracking, characteristic of shear.
In the comparing the beam (B8 -35 MPa) with (B8 -40 MPa), was observed a similarity in the behavior, where is visible the increased of ultimate shear capacity as increases the amount of main steel, it can be observed that a reinforcement with a ratio over 2.5% approximately, the curve tends to be asymptotic on the analyzed beams, showing a limit where the contribution of the reinforcement is less significant for geometric conditions and the materials properties examined. In the modelling of the beam (B17) is observed that for lower ratios of the main reinforcement (approximately less than 1.8%) and with different compressive strength of concrete are obtained similar shear capacity, clearly shows that the failure is dependent on the tie due to its low ratio, is also observed an increase in the shear capacity to greater ratio of main reinforcement are placed up to amounts where the curve tends to be asymptotical equally, showing that the fault can be caused by the strut, as it is sufficient the ratio of main reinforcement to resist traction force of the tie (for ratios more than 2.0%).
b) Influence of vertical web reinforcement
With the objective to evaluate the contribution of the vertical web reinforcement, in the Figure 6 shows the studies analyzed by numerical simulation of the beam (B7) for different compressive strength of concrete where the ratio of this type of reinforcement is increased.
The increase of ratio the vertical web reinforcement it is considered by assigning different areas to steel bars, where are modelling two trusses with different spacing between the stirrups, accomplish the evaluation of contribution on each beam and for different conditions on the model. In the graph ( Figure 6 ) can highlight some aspects to gain a better understanding of the phenomenon of failure that occurs in these structures. It is evident that as increases the amount of vertical reinforcement is increased ultimate shear capacity, but one can see that the curve tends to be asymptotic in all cases, thus showing a limit for beam where with materials tested and vertical reinforcement makes contribution an insignificant, that structurally and constructively would not have meaning of analysis.
If the beam B7-25 MPa (stirrups @ 75 mm) is compared with the beam B7-25 MPa (stirrups @ 150 mm), in terms of shear capacity can be seen as similar condition is that beam has or stirrups 6 mm @ 75 mm (pv = 0.40%) has greater shear capacity than the beam with stirrups 10 mm @ 150 mm (pv = 0.50%), from this behavior of the numerical models it could be stated that is better reinforce vertically with bars of small diameter spaced at short distance than the use of bars with greater diameters widely spaced (with the similar ratio of vertical reinforcement), in correspondence with experimental observations.
The comparative study shows that approximately for ratio of vertical reinforcement more than 1.2%, the ultimate shear capacity in this beam has less than 5% increases, so it would technically and constructively not meet objective placed of vertical reinforcement with high ratios. However, for smaller ratio to 1.0% of vertical reinforcement is observed a more significant increase in ultimate shear capacity.
c) Influence of horizontal web reinforcement
For the analysis of the influence of the horizontal web reinforcement was realized a numerical model on beam B8 and beam B17 for different distributions and ratios (Figure 7) , where are distributed uniformly 2 to 8 horizontal bars on the effective depth of beam.
It can be seen as the behavior is similar in specimens, showing a moderate effect of the reinforcement on the shear capacity in these beams. The increased of shear capacity is not as significant with respect to the steel area placed. However, in the samples having the reinforcement ratio lower to 0.5%, it is notable load capacity increases with respect to specimen which do not have this type of reinforcement (this influence becomes more marked for beams with larger spacing between stirrups). Therefore, it is advisable to use this type of reinforcement by placing small diameters bars preferably with vertical reinforcement. Undoubtedly it has been found through numerical simulation that the use combined of vertical and horizontal reinforcement makes a greater contribution to the ultimate shear capacity, besides favoring the ductility in deep beams. These studies helped in compiling a wide data base that allow the study of influence of principal factors and in some cases as reference test for numerical models. This database also used as a patron comparison to determine the accuracy in estimating the ultimate shear capacity of the proposed formulae in this paper. The distribution of main geometric parameters, materials and the reinforcement, taken for experimental database are shown on the Table 2 , where the beams included were reported with shear failure. It must be noted that this database is also attached a total of 185 results of numerical simulation performed for a parametric study, feature which contributes significantly to a better correlation and adjustment of the factors that take into account the direct influence of ratios for reinforcement used on deep beams.
Results
Estimation of the ultimate shear capacity
Numerous studies show that the hypothesis of the flat sections does not comply in these types of structures, as stress fields are not distributed linearly, even in the elastic range, so that the conventional methods cannot be applied to calculate of strain and section properties. Consistent with this have been adopted various procedures international, some with a completely empirical foundation and others with a more analytical approach.
In this paper are proposed two formulations for estimating the ultimate shear capacity in deep beams, from empirical models derived from nonlinear regression analysis with the help of statistical software SPSS v-11.5.1 (2002). We study various formats of statistical forecasting models, being selected those that best predict the shear capacity in this type of beams. Finally, an adequate estimates of the regression models are obtained, in correspondence with the experimental results and improved the prediction compared to the other methods studied, published in the literature consulted.
The analysis of the experimental database taken a first formulation is proposed, which has a coefficient of determination R Comparison between the proposed formulations and international methods A comparative study was performed to determine the accuracy in estimating the ultimate shear capacity, which analyses also some methods implemented in international standards such as the approach strut and tie of ACI Comitee 318 (2011) (Appendix A), procedures of European Standard EN 1992 -1-1 (2004 and the method proposed by Tang & Tan (2004) . These estimates of international methods are compared with the predictions of the empirical formulations proposed, using as a standard for comparison 50 beams tested in the studies of Smith & Vantsiotis (1982) , since it has all the necessary tested parameters for the implementation of all methods analyzed.
The results from the analysis are summarized in Table 3 , where the precision of the consulted international methods with the empirical procedures proposed in this paper is compared. The numerical values from the relationship: VEXP / Vn-Tang (2004) were not calculated by the authors of this work, as they were taken directly from the study of Tang & Tan (2004) . Table 3 . Comparison of the methods in the beams tested by (Smith & Vantsiotis, 1982) . Source: Self-elaboration, 2015.
Beam At the bottom of the Table 3 shows some statistical data demonstrating the superiority in forecasting models proposed regarding the procedures studied are given. Here we find that the average value between VEXP / VTEOR is 0.982 with a COV of 0.076 for the EC-4 and average value 0.993 with a COV of 0.081 for the EC-5, certainly are achieved high accuracy in estimating the ultimate shear capacity in the beams tested in studies of (Smith & Vantsiotis, 1982) .
Conclusions
Accurate nonlinear finite element models have been developed to investigate the behavior of reinforced concrete deep beams under static load with prevalence of shear. From the precision obtained in the calibration of models, a parametric study of the influence of types of reinforcement was conducted, for obtaining a better correlation of these factors in the proposed formulations. In the parametric study it was observed that:
• It is observed that with increasing the amount of main reinforcement in the beams shear capacity increases, reaching a limit where the increase of this amount is not significant because failure is determined by the behavior of the strut.
• Increasing the amount of vertical reinforcement increases the shear capacity, reaching a limit where their contribution is insignificant. It is recommended stirrups with small diameter (less than 10 mm), placing them closer spacing up to amounts close to 1%.
• The increase in the amount of horizontal web reinforcement has a moderate effect on the shear capacity; however, a favorable effect even at low amounts observed when reinforcement is placed in combination with the vertical web reinforcement contributing to the work of the stirrups and also has a favorable effect on the ductility of the failure.
In this work two simple and practical empirical formulations are also proposed, which provides more accurate results compared to studied international procedures, appreciating an underestimation by the latters, in some cases excessive, of the shear capacity in reinforced concrete deep beams with prevalence of shear.
